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GourmetKickz customs custom brand again selected tropical beach theme launched a new Nike Zoom KD IV "305" custom new
shoes, black and gray color collocation with decorative red Sao, tongue, shoe body and Velcro heel and midsole are collocation
colorful classic "305" tropical beach flower patterns of course, the conch shell and decorative tongue and Swoosh is a custom new
climax. And these floral patterns, and conch shells in the night will radiate brilliant light, once again let us infinite surprise. 

2012-5-10 10:00 upload and download the attachment (102.11 KB) Manny Pacquiao x Nike Training once a year collection is
expected to soon will all meet with you, we should also be on the Philippines fighters and his training shoes have a deeper
impression. This time, NIKE again launched a Nike Trainer 1.3 Max named after him. This with the Philippines white color red and
blue color collocation and front, shoe body with white Hyperfuse super breathable material, lined heel and joined the blue tones,
concern red to yellow gradient in the bottom and the bottom, quite dazzling and creative. In addition the shoes and shoelaces Swoosh
uses the same red to yellow gradient colors, but also play a punchline effect. The new product is expected to be on sale for $170 in
May 18th, and friends who like it can watch it.
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